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Nerac Announces Next XcellR8 Meeting February 25 at Nerac HQ 

XcellR8 welcomes Ripi Singh of +4 llc, (360 in 3D) and his Innovation Maturity Model 

 

February 24, 2016, Tolland, CT.  Nerac is pleased to announce the next XcellR8 
meeting which will be held Thursday, February 25, 2016 at the Nerac headquarters in 
Tolland, CT.  The XcellR8 meetings are high energy, interactive gatherings for 
entrepreneurs to pitch ideas and concepts and to brainstorm creative solutions to 
challenges. 

XcellR8 welcomes Ripi Singh of +4 llc, http://www.plus4pi.com/, a regular participant in 

the XcellR8 meetings.  Ripi is convinced that traditional quality and productivity tools 

such as 6 stifle creativity, as they are primarily a backward-looking, observe and fix 

type approach.   
 
With a career spanning years of technology development and organizational 
management in the corporate world, Ripi has been addressing those challenges in a 
rather covert way. In the last two years since going freelance, he has compiled a set of 

novel and traditional management practices into a holistic approach called +4 (360o in 
3D).  He has defined and developed an “Innovation Maturity Model” to bring discipline to 
the innovation process, and improve the impact of R&D investments.  Ripi will present 
his “Innovation Maturity Model” and share some customer experiences. Feedback and 
guidance on next steps related to improvement, Go-To-Market strategy, packaging and 
pricing will be topics for discussion.  

XcellR8, established as a networking cell in northeastern Connecticut, was one of four 
cells originally created by members of the Connecticut Technology Council executive 
board, including Nerac CEO, Kevin Bouley. Nerac generously makes space available to 
support this community of entrepreneurs. 

“The Tolland/Nerac XcellR8 group continues to accomplish an amazing amount for our 
participants with very little resources, just the volunteer talent and the energetic people 
who attend the sessions,” said Bouley. “The conversations, the network relationships 
and the overall value conveyed to the start-up community are remarkably robust by any 
measure.”  XcellR8 is by entrepreneurs, for entrepreneurs and all about entrepreneurs.  
Contact XcellR8 to learn more today. 
 
About Nerac  

Nerac Inc. is a global research and advisory firm for companies developing innovative 

products and technologies. Nerac provides expert insights that equip clients with the 

knowledge to develop or refine a technology, explore market growth opportunities, 

evaluate intellectual property strategies and respond to regulatory changes. Nerac 

serves approximately 20,000 users worldwide and delivers over 75,000 research 

projects and custom alerts each year. Nerac has a long, successful consulting history in 

a wide-range of industries with a strong focus in the areas of pharmaceutical, food and  

nutraceuticals, medical device, engineering, energy and advanced materials.  
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Nerac to host the next XcellR8 Meeting February 11      2 
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